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Take your practice to the next level! Cosmetic Facial Surgery provides a highly illustrated,
case-based approach to common face and neck procedures. In this full-color reference,
internationally renowned surgeon Joe Niamtu III, DMD, covers techniques including brow, face, and
neck lifts; nose, eye, and ear surgery; cosmetic surgery practice with discussions of the process of
facial aging, diagnosing and consulting with patients, clinical digital facial implants; skin resurfacing;
the use of neurotoxins; and the removal of skin lesions. The book also prepares you for
photography, and anesthesia considerations. In a companion DVD, video clips feature Dr. Niamtu
demonstrating key procedures addressed in the text.Comprehensive coverage includes the full
range of surgical procedures from the upper face to the lower face/neck area.Over 3,000 full-color
photos show surgical techniques and before-and-after shots of actual cases done by Dr. Niamtu.A
DVD includes videos of procedures performed by the author, bringing complicated procedures to
life.Accessible, easy-to-grasp descriptions, written in an engaging, first-person narrative, explain
concepts based on real cases and on Dr. Niamtu's experience.
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I am an oral surgeon who does not do any cosmetic surgery; I bought this as a reference book. This
textbook is amazing. The photos alone are an advanced education in facial cosmetic surgery. Dr.
Niamtu obviously put his heart & soul into this book, and whether you are a cosmetic surgeon,
OMS, ENT surgeon, or oculoplastic surgeon - you will not find a more comprehensive and helpful

textbook anywhere.

This should be the bible for anyone needing cosmetic facial surgery . Dr Niamtu has before and
after pictures and drawings off all the Facial surgery that he does. He explains the pro and cons off
each procedure. You should read this before you have any work done. You can also learn a lot from
his YouTube videos.

I bought this book after reading numerous articles written by the author. It is very well done. As an
injector Who loves the study of anatomy I found this book very helpful. The extensive use of
photographics is exemplary! It is quite obvious Dr. Niamtu put his heart and soul into this work.

I am a junior cosmetic surgeon from Australia and recently purchased this book at a cosmetic
surgery conference in Singapore.I think that this is the best investment i have made to take my
career to the next level. I was so impressed with the wealth of knowledge in this book that I went all
the way to Richmond Virginia in March 2014 and attended the 2 day cosmetic surgery workshop
with Dr Joe. An Absolute must for any novice cosmetic surgeon. FIVE STARS. Dr Ehsan Jadoon ,
PERTH AUSTRALIA

Comprehensive easy to read and has accompanied DVD with a very good sneak into live surgery
and minor procedures .

Very practical guide to facial plastic surgery, with excellent pictures throughout, great anatomy
reviews, and ongoing author discussion on various modalities and techniques he has used/
currently uses.

Dr. Niamtu's magnum opus Facial Cosmetic Surgery is a visual masterpiece that belongs in the
personal library of all cosmetic/plastic surgeons, oral maxillofacial surgeons, ENTs, and virtually
anyone that routinely cuts on the face. The principles, written detailed analysis, and pictorial
demonstration would benefit anyone interested in the functional rehabilitation of elective or trauma
surgery of the head and neck. A work of passion, almost fanatical dedication and hard work, makes
for a clear and fascinating read. The accompanying CD is a nice resource and icing on the cake.
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